
 

 

 
 

 Title of Meeting: ROTHERHAM CLINICAL 
COMMISSIONING GROUP (RCCG) 
PUBLIC GOVERNING BODY MEETING 

Time: 1.00-5.00pm 

Date: Wednesday5th September  2018 

Venue: Elm Room G.04 at Oak House, Moorhead Way, 
Bramley, Rotherham S66 1YY 

Chair: Dr R Cullen 

 
Quorate Participation 

 
Governing Body have 13 voting members. 

Quorum is 7 members including 1 Lay member and 1 GP Members Committee 
Member or nominated representative, the Accountable officer or nominated 

representative and the Chief 
Financial Officer or nominated representative. 

 
Governing Body Chair confirmed the meeting as quorate. 

 
Present: 
 

Dr R Cullen GP, Chair, RCCG  

Mr C Edwards Chief Officer, RCCG 

Mr I Atkinson Deputy Chief Officer, RCCG 

Mrs W Allott Chief Finance Officer, RCCG 

Dr S MacKeown GPMC Representative, RCCG 

Dr R D’Costa Secondary Care Doctor, RCCG 

Mr J Barber Lay Member, RCCG  

Dr J Page Lead GP, Finance and Governance ,RCCG 

Mr G Laidlaw Head of Communications, CCG 

Mrs S Cassin Chief Nurse, RCCG 

Dr R Carlisle Lay Member, RCCG 

Mrs K Henderson Lay Member, RCCG 

 
In Attendance: 
 

Mrs R Nutbrown Assistant Chief Officer, RCCG 

Ms Lindsey Hill,  Information Governance/ PA, RCCG (Note Taker) 

 
Participating Observer:  
 

Stuart Lakin Head of Prescribing, RCCG 

 
Members of the Public: 
 

Matt Jones Head of Finance Dept, RCCG 

Kate Kemp GSK 

Steve Taylor Rotherham LPC 
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150/18 Apologies: Dr David Clitherow, Dr G Avery, Councillor Roche, N Leigh-
Hunt 

Governing Body Chair confirmed that the meeting in quorate.  

 

151/18 Declarations of Pecuniary or Non-Pecuniary & Conflicts of Interest 

It was acknowledged that, as Primary Care Providers in Rotherham, Dr’s 
MacKeown and Avery and Page had an (indirect) interest in most items.  

 

152/18 Patient & Public Questions  
 
No questions raised 
 

 

153/18 
Draft Minutes of the RCCG Governing Body (GB) dated 4nd July  
2018 and Matters Arising. 

Page 1 – correct Mr D’Costa to Dr D’Costa  

Page 4 – delete public consultation in July paragraph 

The Minutes from the Governing Body held 4th July 2018 were approved 
as a true record of proceedings. 

 

154/18 Action Log  

Members reviewed the log and noted progress. The log will be updated 

to reflect discussions and will be circulated with the minutes. 

 

155/18 Chief Officers Report 

Mr Edwards informed GB of national/local developments in the past 
month. 
 
Improvement & Assessment Framework (IAF) - In July we received our 
IAF assessment rating from NHS England for 2017/18.  The final rating 
for NHS Rotherham CCG is Good, which is lower than the Outstanding 
rating we received last year. 
 

ICS - Sir Andrew Cash has formally announced the leaders of the ICS, 

whilst continuing in their current, substantive roles, the following leaders 
have been announced in part time roles within the ICS. Mr Edwards will 
commit 1 day per week for Estates and Capital & lead on Maternity and 
Children’s. 
Dr Carlisle informed members that he has written to Andrew Cash asking 
for more explanation on the roles. The first ICS meeting will be held on 
Tuesday 11th September ( 2 weekly). 
 
HSR - to be discussed as an agenda item 
 
Nutrition Contract Award - NHS Rotherham CCG and TRFT have jointly 
awarded a nutrition contract to Fresenius-Kabi. This contract was 
awarded following a full European wide public procurement exercise and 
will provide nutritional products to Rotherham patients either in the acute 
or community sector. This is a continuation of service and patients will 
experience no change in service provision.  
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Integrated Lower GI Pathway - The SYB Integrated Care System has 
been co-ordinating a significant programme of work with clinicians, 
managers, patients and commissioners to improve the patient pathway 
and reduce demand on endoscopy.  The test kits will be provided at GP 
practices and will be returned to Sheffield Teaching Hospitals for 
processing.  There is currently no testing equipment in SYB. The kit is 
expensive and for the volumes involved it has been agreed to centralise 
the service.  The new patient pathway also includes a change to faecal 
calprotectin testing which is an existing test carried out in each local 
hospital which supports detection of inflammatory bowel disease, testing 
will continue to be undertaken in local hospitals. The additional costs of 
the new tests will be offset from a reduction in colonoscopies 
performed.  It is hoped the new arrangements will be in place in January 
2019. 
 
January 2019 Governing Body - Change of date – the January 2019 
Governing Body will be held on the 9th January 2019.  
Members accepted the change of date. 
 
Communications Update - The CCG received positive news coverage, 
which included photos, in the local press on its NHS 70th birthday 
celebrations at New York Stadium in July.  

 
Following the publication HSR, concerns were raised in the Rotherham 
Advertiser and Record about the future of the Children’s Ward at 
Rotherham Hospital. Face-to-face discussions have taken place with staff 
to reassure them that the CCG has no plans to close the ward, but would 
welcome the development of ‘networks of care’ so our hospitals can work 
closely together to manage workforce pressures. 

 
A national campaign went live in August to raise awareness about 
changes to prescribing of over-the-counter medicines in Rotherham. The 
campaign links to the national guidance developed following a public 
consultation by NHS England in early 2018.  
 
 
 

156/18 HSR SOC 

Professor Chris Walsh presented the Paper to Governing Body. The 
SOC has been set up to consider and ensure sustainable services in 
SY&B, the review was published in May and now has updates from 
comments involving local authorities, Board’s and public comment. 

 
The 3 main principles are: –  
 

 There will continue to be a hospital in every place: we are not 
closing any District general Hospitals 

 Most patients will receive most of their hospital based care at their 
local DGH 

 We need the staff we have – we do not expect that the work of 
the review will lead to any redundancies although we may need to 
work differently 

The three work-streams are:- 

 
Shared working between acute providers: through developing Hosted 
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Networks and a system-wide Health and Care Institute, alongside an 
Innovation Hub  

Service transformation: building on and supporting the shift of activity out 
of hospital into the primary and community care sectors; and 
transforming workforce roles and clinical pathways  

Reconfiguration: modelling options for reconfiguration of maternity and 
paediatrics on 1-2 sites; considering moving to 3-4 sites for emergency 
GI bleeds out of hours; and looking at options to support stroke services 
on sites which only have an Acute Stroke Unit through joint working, 
while standardising access to e.g. Early Supported Discharge and stroke 

rehabilitation across the trusts. 
 
The Hosted Network can be a simple agreement where all providers 
agree by a set of transfer protocols, or, a more direct route where a 
provider actually provides services on another site. 

 
The focus will be on five services: Urgent & Emergency Care, Maternity, 
Care of Acutely Ill Children, Gastroenterology and Endoscopy and 
Stroke. 

The main principles should include staff due to concerns expressed and 
that transformation and reconfiguration should address an unsustainable 
service in its current location and form. 

Reconfiguration options are:- 

A&E – to maintain all current consultant led A&Es 

Maternity – to support national programme for Better Births and increase 
choice (obstetrics service), MLU’s 

Acutely Ill children – ensure 24/7 access to paediatric assessment rather 
than keep in-patient beds open 

Stroke – under judicial review awaiting outcome 

Gastroenterology – service for patients with gastro intestinal bleeding and 
associated significant mortalities where currently, service collapses at 
weekends and bank holidays. Needs a sustainable delivered service. 

 

Professor Walsh invited questions. 

 

Q - Dr Page asked if the reduction of Paediatrics/Neonates/Maternity 
units and lack of staff availability/training roles which may include 
anaesthetics, would force units to close. 

A - Decisions would not recommend closures and would ensure no gross 
instability or redundancies. Services will be sustainable where as 
currently service areas are facing challenges. It is intended that a hosted 
network will share established protocols with SY&B agreement which can 
be implemented quickly with provider clinician agreement. 

Q - Dr Page asked how long will it take to establish hosted clinical 
networks to be fully operational, and then to evaluate if they are effective 
in order to decide if reconfiguration is required.  

A - Transformation and reconfiguration to hosted clinical networks, using 
shared clinical protocols agreed for transferring patients by clinicians, 
could be implemented within weeks.  Getting network staff to agree on 
how to deal with a certain clinical condition is key, agreeing use of a 
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shared protocol, rather than using an adopted protocol which might have 
been ‘localised’. 

The crisis in workforce for consultant paediatricians, training paediatrics 
and Midwives means if we delay, it would mean a more severe crisis in 
workforce issues.    

Mrs Henderson asked for clarity on a previous question relating to the 
link in knock on effect of interdependencies between 
paediatrics/neonates/anaesthetics/A&E etc. and a commitment to have a 
hospital in each place. The public perception would not make those links 
between the different services. 

Mrs Henderson suggested the public would expect their own hospital to 
have the services they are used to. Mrs Henderson expressed concerns 
are that the proposals need explaining to the public, as it could appear 
that we are offering one thing but delivering something different.    

Professor Walsh agreed with Mrs Henderson’s point adding we need to 
help the public understand local resources and how healthcare has 
changed. The nearest hospital isn’t always the best place for your 
treatment. Ambulance services may divert to the best source of specialty 
treatment for individual care to avoid a seriously negative outcome and 
significant delay in treatment. Mrs Henderson asked about for e.g. Acute 
paediatrics. 

Professor Walsh believes there will not be a hospital in SY&B that will not 
have a service for the acutely ill child. The vast majority will present at a 
GP surgery, go on to receive hospital, be assessed, treated and go 
home. Only a small number require in-patient treatment which drains 
consultant paediatric workforce. A children’s service assessment unit will 
cover 8.00am – 10.00pm/midnight would fulfil the children’s service on 
that site but may not have inpatient beds. 

Dr Page has concerns that if middle grade consultants are placed in 
other areas, you lose cover for neonates and maternity services, you lose 
maternity services in the same way. 

Prof Walsh stated neonatal services are required if you have an 
obstetrics service. If each pregnancy is risk assessed and is low, onsite 
neonatal services are not required. 

Mr Edwards confirmed as Chair of Neonatal Network, that there is no 
spare capacity in Y&H and has concerns about an obvious alternative 
without patients going out of area, how we approach interdependencies 
and how they will be managed.  

Prof Walsh will take this information into consideration adding that the 
issue is not about having a neonatal capacity, it is about having enough 
paediatricians which is a different challenge. Part of the reconfiguration 
model process will consider the knock on consequences of any 
reconfiguration action before public consultation next year.  

Prop Walsh reiterated that we need to try hard with hosted networks and 
transformation before we reconfigure. 

It will be challenging considering clinical hosted networks with 
implications for estates, personnel and the public in order to work 
together.  .  

Q - Dr Carlisle asked if reconfiguration is possible without de-stabilising 
existing services? 

A - Yes it is. If you take it together with hosted network, we currently have 
sovereign provider organisations with the philosophy of a sovereign 
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workforce, actually what we need identifying what we need is a workforce 
which thinks about its responsibility to SY&B which is a big change.  

Q - Dr D’Costa asked if a child is referred to an assessment unit for initial 
treatment at 8.00pm and a longer period of assessment is required (after 
10.00pm), what would then happen?  

A - A current working model would transfer the patient to a main 
paediatric centre the following morning according to the child’s condition. 
This would require planning and needs to be included in the protocol. 

Q - Mrs Henderson raised concerns about modelling work for services 
and direct workforce issues already faced in primary care. Will the wider 
workforce issues impact be considered? 

A - Prof Walsh stated that if there are any changes, consideration will be 
given to implications for primary care, other providers and the public. Prof 
Walsh stated the EMBRACE service for very small children is working 
extremely well in SY&B as a first rate, first class service and is fantastic 
working example of what can be done. 

Q - Mrs Cassin asked for clarity about current workforce issues in 
midwifery, and the move to a Midwifery Lead Units, why then would there 
be less need for midwives?  We had midwifery lead units previously and 
we moved away from them. 

A - Prof Walsh stated that it wouldn’t need less midwives but it might 
make SY&B a more attractive place to work and also it fits with Better 
Births National Programme. A Midwife Lead unit in isolation, without an 
obstetrics service on the same site is challenging and has few examples 
of being successful. Good examples of success are found with co-located    
Consultant Lead Units on site. 

Q - Mrs Henderson asked if that contradicts the HSR feedback. It states 
that ‘could replace 1 or 2 obstetric units with midwife lead units’ but 
todays discussion indicates we may be looking at Midwife Led Unit co-
located on the same site as obstetric units. The public may question that 
their obstetric unit may close locally if there is the intention to open a 
Midwife Lead Unit elsewhere. 

A - Prof Walsh commented that a MLU co-located with obstetrics is a 
possibility but the challenge is can SY&B sustain the current number of 
obstetric units it currently has. 

Mr Edwards added that the current planning for Rotherham in line with 
Better Births, is to have a 24 HR obstetric unit with the preferred option of 
an alongside MLU on site and a Home Births Service.  

 

Mr Edwards will pick this up with Professor Walsh after the meeting. 

Professor Walsh accepts RCCG GB concerns and will consider their 
comments.  
  
RCCG considered the SOC at its Governing Body meeting on the 5th 
September. 
 
RCCG strongly support the development of hosted networks to provide 
resilience to workforce pressures. We would expect the consistent 
approach to align protocols which we expect to reduce unwarranted 
variation and set a consistent level of quality for SY&B services. A 
consistent approach will also allow staff to work more effectively across 
different sites. We would expect the network to cover Consultant and 

CE 
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relevant members of multi-disciplinary teams. We would also expect the 
business case to focus  more on patient wants and needs and not solely 
on workforce pressures 
 
RCCG consider the interdependencies between paediatrics, maternity, 
neonatology and A&E to be critical to the delivery of 24 hour services in 
Rotherham and would not wish to move to a 16 hour model of service in 
paediatrics. The SOC refers to   
 

‘Paediatrics: The system will consider the consolidation of full-time 
inpatient paediatric units from six sites onto four or five, maintaining part-
time short stay paediatric assessment units in those places that 
consolidate their paediatric inpatient units’.  

We believe the solution is Hosted Clinical Networks. Due to the 
importance of prioritising the implementation of the networks we would 
not wish to explore the 16 hour model for Paediatrics in Rotherham due 
to the interdependencies outlined above and at this stage as we would 
see the hosted network as the solution to workforce pressures and would 
wish the network to be fully implemented and evaluated prior to the 
consideration of a 16hour model.   We would be willing to engage in 
SY&B modelling work to work up possible scenarios but unless further 
assurance was received we would not currently support the 
commissioning a 16 hour paediatric unit. 
 
In summary, RCCG support the SOC but with a caveat around the 
approach to considering a Short Stay Paediatric Unit in Rotherham’ 
 
 

157/18 Rotherham Integrated Care Partnership 

 
Mr Atkinson presented the paper to board members and asked members 
to note the final draft of the Rotherham Integrated Care Partnership (ICP) 
Agreement which will be signed off during the coming weeks. MR barber 
confirmed that it does not need to go through AQuA. 
 
Governing Body noted and accepted the final draft. 
 

 

 

158/18 Consultation on Gluten Free Prescribing 

 

Mr Lakin presented the paper to inform Governing Body of the 
Conclusions of the Department of Health consultations on the 
prescribing of Gluten Free (GF) foods and to advise of NHS 
Rotherham’s proposed response to this consultation. There will be a 
national consultation process in Autumn, the restriction will be bread/ 
bread mixes only.    
 
Board are asked to recommend that NHS Rotherham CCG implements 
the recommendations of the DoH consultation on the prescribing of 
Gluten Free (GF) foods in advance of the proposed legislative changes.  
 
Governing Body note and approve the recommendation. 
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159/18 Finance & Contracting Performance  

Mrs Allott presented the paper to provide an update to members on the 
financial and contracting performance position as at 31st July 2018 also 
referred to as Month 4 
 
Mrs Allott highlighted:  
 

- Reporting a balanced in-year position and  

- Forecasting to achieve all financial obligations at year end.    

- Risks to the forecast are highlighted at Section 13   

Whilst being managed within the overall financial position, the areas of 
most significant variance currently are within 

- MH and LD Placements (Specialist Placements) 

- CHC  

- Acute Services   

As per last year Mr Allott will bring increasing detail to Governing Body, 
as information emerges, to enable Members to have substantive 
discussion around the risks and mitigating actions within the overall 
position,  and will provide a further update to Governing Body in October.  
 
Dr Carlisle asked if there is an update on consequences/mortality of the 
recent heat-wave. 
 
Mr Atkinson informed members that although data is indicating  an 
apparent spike in admissions, the contract  offers protection so there are 
no financial pressures to the CCG as a result. 
Mr Atkinson added that pathways are continually tracked and an 
assurance report will be presented to GB in October. 
 
Mr Edwards asked Mrs Allott what the South Yorkshire position is as a 
shared control total. Mrs Allott informed members that the draft ICS 
report indicated  CCG’s on track with potential risk emerging in some 
providers outside of Rotherham. 
Mr Barber asked Mrs Allott about the ICS Financial Framework and 
financial failure, and whether there is a direct impact on CCG’s. Mrs Allott 
responded that the shadow ICS had clarified this question for partners as 
part of the process of considering whether to sign up to the shared 
control total; and repeated the advice received that whilst there would be 
no direct impact to CCG’s  in this financial year  there may be an indirect 
impact.  Mrs Allott also reflected on the inherent indirect risk to the CCG 
of wider system (eg at national level) financial failure which may exist or 
which may emerge in year.   
 
 
Members are asked to note the reported position and the 
commentary to support the Operating Cost Statement.  
 
Members note and accept the report and current position. 
 
 
Quality, Innovation, Prevention and Productivity Performance 

(QIPP) 

Mrs Allott presented the paper to inform members of the progress on the 
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CCG’s QIPP plans to date and the projected outturn.  
 
Good progress is being made against the schemes in totality and we are 
slightly ahead of plan financially.  The red rating for the Intermediate Care 
Scheme reflects the expectation that the scheme would  not impact until 
later in the year. .  
 
Mr Atkinson gave Governing Body assurance that Intermediate Care & 
Reablement Scheme in the organisation is on track for delivery and will 
provide more narrative going forward. 
 
Members are asked to note the position to date, the forecast 
outturn, and the narrative to support the position of the schemes  
 
Members note and accept the report and current position. 
 

 
Delivery Dashboard 
 
Mr Atkinson presented the report and informed the Governing Body that 
key performance issues have been identified for escalation to Governing 
Body.  
 
Mr Atkinson highlighted:  
 
Elective - planned care remains strong for 18 week delivery. NHS E have 
scrutinised nationally and locally on numbers of patients on waiting lists 
against plan, possibly due to transfer of 2 week wait patients early 2018. 
TRFT has grown by 1,000 but further detail after a deep dive will be given 
in Confidential GB.  
 
This will be a routine update on GB agenda. 
. 
A&E - performance remains challenged in July/August. Expectation is to 
achieve 90% by September and 95% by March 2019.  
 
DTOC - stands at 2% well above expectation, but for August it has 
deteriorated.  
 
Cancer 62 Day Performance - the commitment is to see increasing 
improvement delivered by the end Quarter 2 and expects to achieve 
target. 
Diagnostics - performing well 
Cardiology - performing well, breaches (STH) have improved and are 
back in line for Rotherham. 
 
Dialogue with partners needs to improve as systems are slow in 
gathering data. 
 
 
Quarter 1 Performance 
 
Mr Atkinson presented the paper for members to note the progress with 
delivery of the CCGs Commissioning Plan as at the end of Quarter 1 
2018-19. There are no red status milestones in Quarter 1, but there is a 
small number of amber with no significant risks. In KPI indicators – 
prescribing is red, Cancer is red 
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Members are asked to note the report and that:  
 
1. The Q1 position in term of milestones on track or completed is the 
    same as for Q4 17-18, however there has been some revisions to the 
    Milestones being performance managed.  
2. The Q1 position in terms of KPIs is slightly higher than for Q4 17-18   
    however it is difficult to provide a robust position as there is a number  
    of KPIs which are waiting for national data. There have also been  
    some revisions to KPIs being performance managed for 18-19.  
3. Further information on the QIPP position can be found in the QIPP  
    Plan Monitoring report received at Governing Body.  
4. Further information on the risk position can be found in the Governing  
    Body Assurance Framework received at Governing Body.  

 
Members are asked to note the position to date, the forecast 
outturn, and the narrative to support the position of the schemes  
 
Members note and accept the report and current position. 
 

160/18 
Patient Safety & Quality Assurance Report  

Mrs Cassin presented the report and highlighted the following:  

 The number of CDiff cases remains below trajectory for both 
TRFT and the overall CCG figures. Multi-agency winter planning 
includes preparation for the next round of flu vaccinations.  

 “Safeguarding News” defines the roles of the Designated 
Professionals, training opportunities and updates from NHSE. The 
CCG PLTC Safeguarding event is taking place at Magna on the 
13th September.  

 This month “Focus On” concentrates on counter terrorism and 
work done nationally and locally across the Rotherham 
partnership.  

 There are links to the most recently published CQC reports for 
care homes in Rotherham are included with the report, together 
with a table showing CQC ratings for GP practices across 
Rotherham.  

 The CCG CHC team continue to achieve both elements of the 
quality premium related to assessments and decision making.  

 TRFT have developed their Compass Programme for newly 
qualified nurses to include qualified and return to practice nurses 
giving opportunity to gain experience several different clinical 
areas. 

 Page 4 indicated C Diff as Red status – there is disparity on 
reporting in Rotherham/Barnsley 
 

Mrs Cassin invited questions from members. No questions raised. 

Patient Experience and Engagement Report 

Mrs Cassin presented the report and highlighted the following:- 

What we are Hearing, Friends & Family, & patient opinion including 
information gathered from GP Surveys, AGM and HSR Feedback. Mrs 
Cassin added that feedback has been given in response to patients 
views on GP Surgery training/opening times. 
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Mrs Cassin invited questions from members. 

No questions raised. 

Governing Body noted the content of the reports. 

161/18 Corporate Assurance Report 

Mrs Nutbrown presented the report which provides intelligence to AQuA 
members on Corporate Business for the period April to June (Qtr 1) 
2018-19. Mrs Nutbrown highlighted the following:- 
 

 Conflicts of Interest returns by GP practices due on April 1st 2018 
are still outstanding, 8 practices have not submitted. 
Further update will be brought to Oct GB Body 

 The CCG has appointed a Data Protection Officer (DPO), a key 
requirement of GDPR and will be using the DPO service provided 
by eMBED, with Barry Jackson as the named DPO.  
 

 
Governing Body members note the activity and assurances in this 
report. 

 

Sustainable Development Plan 

Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to introduce the amended 
Sustainable Development Management Plan (SDMP) to Governing Body. 
 

Dr Carlisle asked for travel details to be included adding that the HSR 
Review states there will be a travel committee. 

The Governing Body are asked to ratify the Sustainable Development 
Management Plan for Rotherham CCG.  

GB note and agree to the updated Plan 

 

Organisational Risk Assessment 

Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to update Governing Body regarding 
minor changes to the organisational risk assessment (ORA).  
 
Mrs Nutbrown invited question. No questions raised. 
 
The Governing Body are asked to ratify the Organisational Risk 
Assessment for Rotherham CCG. 
 
Governing Body members note the activity and accept assurances 
in this report. 

 

Organisational Development Plan 

Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to present the refreshed OD plan to 
GB. This format will be changed going forward to reflect the changes this 
year. Changes are highlighted in yellow and will be removed ad0fter GB 
acceptance. 
 
Governing Body is asked to adopt the OD plan.  
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Governing Body members note the changes and accept the plan.  
 

Health & Safety Inspections Assessment 

Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to update Governing Body regarding 
the completion and outcome of the statutory Health and safety 
inspections/assessments and invited questions. No question were raised. 

 
The Governing Body is asked to approve the 2018 Health, Safety, Fire 
and Security inspections report. 
 
Governing Body members note and accept the updates.  

EPRR Core Standard 

Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper which informs AQuA of the annual 
assurance process for NHS England against the EPRR Core Standards, 
for which RCCG are fully compliant. 
Mr Edwards asked if this document has been approved by AQuA. Mr 
Barber replied that all risk assessments have been scrutinised and that 
the process is sound. 
 
Governing Body is asked to agree to the outcome of the assessment for 
Governing Body sign off.  

 
Governing Body members note and accept the updated outcome.  

162/18 GPMC TOR 

 

Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to update Governing Body on the 
GPMC TOR in line with comments from Internal Audit. Dr McKeown 
added that Members Committee may review this in 6 months but 
currently it is accurate 

 
Governing Body is asked to note the proposed changes to the TOR 
approved by AQuA and agree to GB ratification.  

 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the TOR.  

 

AQUA TOR 

 
Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to review the AQuA terms of 
reference in line with suggestions from Internal Audit with no major 
changes.  
 
Governing Body is asked to agree the TOR. 
 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the TOR.  

 

 

E&D TOR 

 

Mrs Henderson informed Governing Body that following the review of the 
Equality and Diversity Terms of Reference, it is current and accurate 
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Governing Body is asked to approve the TOR.  

 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the TOR.  

 

 

Engagement & Communications TOR 

 

Mrs Henderson presented the paper to share the revised TOR for the 
Engagement and Communications GB Sub-Committee.  

 

Governing Body is asked to accept the updated ToR for the Engagement 
& Communications Sub-Committee.  

 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the TOR.  

 

163/18 Maternity, Adoption, Maternity Support (Paternity) & Parental 
Leave Policy 

 
Mrs Nutbrown presented the policy to confirm updates to the Maternity, 
Adoption and Parental Leave Policy 

 

Governing Body is asked to note the amendments and approve the 
reviewed policy. 
 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the policy.  

 

 

Fire Policy 
Mrs Nutbrown presented the policy to update Governing Body regarding 
the review of the CCG’s Fire Policy.  
 
The Governing Body are asked to ratify the review of the Fire Policy  
 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the policy.  

 

 

Integrated Risk Management Framework Policy 

 
Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to update Governing Body relating to 
the Integrated Risk Management Framework.   

 
Governing Body are asked to ratify the Risk Management Framework 
Policy 

 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the policy.  

 

Whistle Blowing Policy 

 
Mrs Nutbrown presented the policy for Governing Body to approve the 
revision of the Whistleblowing Policy, agreed by HR and staff side...  
 
Governing Body is asked to ratify the policy. 
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Governing Body members note and accept changes to the policy.  

 

 

Conflicts of Interest Policy 

 
Mrs Nutbrown presented the paper to update members relating to the 
changes requested to the COI policy.  

 
Governing Body is asked to ratify the policy.   
 
Mr Barber informed members that in accordance with recommendations, 
they will monitor review dates.  
 
Mrs Nutbrown added that the internal audit programme involves a deep 
dive exercise reporting to AQuA and GB for monitoring purposes but has 
no risk. 

 

Governing Body members note and accept changes to the policy.  

 

164/18 AQUA Minutes 1st May 

Mr Barber shared the minutes for information. 

 

Governing Body received and noted the minutes for information. 

 

 

165/18 GP Members Committee Minutes 27th June 2018 

Dr MacKeown shared the minutes for information. 

 

Governing Body received and noted the minutes for information. 

 

166/18 A&E Delivery Board Minutes 20th June & 18th July 2018 

Mr Edwards shared with Governing Body for information. 

 

Governing Body received and noted the minutes for information. 

 

 

167/18 SY&B STP Collaborative Partnership Board 8th June 

Mr Edwards shared the minutes for information and invited questions. No 
questions noted 

Mr Barber stated that  governance review 

Governing Body received and noted the minutes for information. 

 

168/18 JCCCG Meeting Public Minutes 28th March 2018 

Mr Edwards shared the minutes for information and invited questions. No 
questions noted 

Governing Body received and noted the minutes for information. 

 

169/18 Future Agenda Items 

None declared 

 

170/18 Glossary (standing item)  
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171/18 Urgent Other Business and appropriate escalation (at the Chair’s 
discretion and with prior notification) 

None declared 

 

172/18 Issues and escalation 

None declared 

 

173/18 Risks Raised  

None declared 

 

 Exclusion of the Public: 

The CCG Governing Body should consider the following resolution: 

“That representatives of the press and other members of the public be 
excluded from the remainder of this meeting due to the confidential 
nature of the business to be transacted – publicity on which would be 
prejudicial to the public interest”. 

Section 1(2) Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act 1960 refers. 

 

 The next Public Governing Body meeting will take place at 1.00pm on 
Wednesday 3rd October 2018 at Oak House, Moorhead Way, Bramley, 
Rotherham, S66 1YY 

 

 


